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Darth Sidious, a Force-sensitive human male, was the Dark Lord of the Sith who founded the Galactic Empire
after toppling its predecessor, the Galactic Republic from within. Prior to his term as Supreme Chancellor and
subsequent reign as the Galactic Emperor, Sidious was born approximately...
Darth Sidious | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Gands, or Gand (pronounced/GÄƒnd/), were a sentient species of humanoids that xenobiologists
believed to have evolved from an insect genus that inhabited the ammonia-gas planet of Gand. Several
physical varieties of the species existed, differing from one another in the structure of the head...
Gand | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Tales of the Jedi is a series of comic books published by Dark Horse Comics between 1993 and 1998. They
are part of the fictional Star Wars expanded universe, and cover the Great Sith War and the Great
Hyperspace War.The series represented the earliest chronological Star Wars stories until the publication of
the Dawn of the Jedi series of comics and novels.
Tales of the Jedi - Wikipedia
Star Wars: The Old Republic is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) based in the
Star Wars universe. Developed by BioWare Austin and a supplemental team at BioWare Edmonton, the
game was announced on October 21, 2008. The video game was released for the Microsoft Windows
platform on December 20, 2011 in North America and part of Europe.
Star Wars: The Old Republic - Wikipedia
Phineas and Ferb are living just one moisture farm over from Luke Skywalker on the planet of Tatooine when
R2-D2 and the Death Star plans inadvertently fall into their speeder. With the fate of the galaxy thrust upon
their shoulders, they hire pilot Isabella, Han Solo's rival, to help them...
Phineas and Ferb: Star Wars | Phineas and Ferb Wiki
TraducciÃ³n del tÃ-tulo original. Star Wars, significa literalmente guerra de las estrellas [9] o Guerras
estelares [10] En este sentido se tradujo en francÃ©s (La Guerre des Ã©toiles), en portuguÃ©s (Guerra das
Estrelas o Guerra nas Estrelas) o en italiano (Guerre stellari).Sin embargo para el mundo hispanoparlante
fue presentada como Guerra de las galaxias.
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